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Abstract: Recent efforts have been directed towards the design of efficient and 

contaminant selective remediation technology for the removal of perfluorinated 

compounds (PFCs) from soils, sediments, and aquatic environments. While there is a 

general consensus on adsorption-based processes as the most suitable methodology for the 

removal of PFCs from aquatic environments, challenges exist regarding the optimal 

materials design of sorbents for selective uptake of PFCs. This article reviews the sorptive 

uptake of PFCs using cyclodextrin (CD)-based polymer adsorbents with nano- to micron-sized 

structural attributes. The relationship between synthesis of adsorbent materials and their 

structure relate to the overall sorption properties. Hence, the adsorptive uptake properties 

of CD-based molecularly imprinted polymers (CD-MIPs) are reviewed and compared with 

conventional MIPs. Further comparison is made with non-imprinted polymers (NIPs) that 

are based on cross-linking of pre-polymer units such as chitosan with epichlorohydrin in 

the absence of a molecular template. In general, MIPs offer the advantage of selectivity, 

chemical tunability, high stability and mechanical strength, ease of regeneration, and overall 

lower cost compared to NIPs. In particular, CD-MIPs offer the added advantage of possessing 

multiple binding sites with unique physicochemical properties such as tunable surface 

properties and morphology that may vary considerably. This mini-review provides a rationale 

for the design of unique polymer adsorbent materials that employ an intrinsic porogen via 

incorporation of a macrocyclic compound in the polymer framework to afford adsorbent 

materials with tunable physicochemical properties and unique nanostructure properties. 
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1. Introduction 

Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) have emerged among the most researched chemicals following 

the recent classification by the Stockholm Convention on persistent organic pollutants (POPs) [1]. 

Perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) are among the most commonly 

studied PFCs [2,3]. PFCs possess unique physicochemical properties as compared to their hydrocarbon 

counterparts. They are generally apolar, have variable water solubility, low volatility and are relatively 

stable under extreme conditions. Perfluorinated chemicals have been detected in drinking water, ground 

water and surface water supplies [2,4], industrial wastewater effluents [5,6] soil and sediments [7], and 

other aquatic environments [8,9]. PFCs have been associated with wide ranging health risks, such as 

reproductive and developmental disorders [10–16], suppression of immunity [17–19] and cancer [20–23]. 

Although many countries, including Canada and the USA, have restricted the use of PFOA, PFOS  

and related PFC chemicals, their use in the electroplating and textile industry continues unabated 

elsewhere [23,24]. The recalcitrant nature of PFCs and their ubiquitous occurrence in the global 

environment illustrates the need to develop reliable remediation techniques to control their fate and 

transport, and to mitigate their associated health risks in aquatic environments. 

Most of the research reports on PFCs have focused on their physicochemical and toxicological 

properties [7,25–27], fate and distribution [28–31], and complexation phenomena [32–40]. In a recent 

report by Du et al. [41], the removal of PFCs from aquatic and terrestrial environments was reviewed. 

In general, PFCs are not amenable to conventional chemical treatment (e.g., hydrolysis, photolysis, 

oxidation and reduction) or biological treatment (e.g., microbial degradation and metabolism) due to 

their relative inert nature owing to the high stability of the C-F bonds [26,42]. Alternative approaches 

for the removal of PFCs was reported in the literature that employed ultrasonic [43], ultraviolet (UV) 

irradiation [44], and oxidation methods [45]. However, the use of such technologies is limited due to 

their restrictive infrastructure cost, consumptive energy demands and operational time requirements. 

Adsorption is a physical process that offers a suitable alternative for the physical removal of 

perfluorinated contaminants from water. Adsorption of PFCs using activated carbon (AC) is well 

documented with several recent reports [46–55]. AC-based materials offer a practical approach to the 

removal of PFCs due to the facile utility of adsorptive-based processes. The practical utility of 

adsorption-based remediation of aquatic contaminants is supported by the technical simplicity and its 

relatively low cost compared to conventional chemical-based removal methods [56]. However, the 

regeneration of carbonaceous materials using chemical and biological methods, oxidation, ultrasound, 

heat, and solvent assisted methods may be impractical due to the prohibitive economic costs [57–61]. 

Recently, Yu et al. [62] reviewed carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as potential adsorbent nanomaterials  

for remediation of organic contaminants including PFCs. In spite of their relatively high surface area 

(~150–1500 m2.g−1), CNTs were found to have reduced uptake of PFCs due to the limited availability 

of active sites and weak interactions attributed to their inert character [54,62]. Mineral-based adsorbents 
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such as activated alumina, silica, and zeolite were found to be inferior to AC materials; whereas, 

commercial ion-exchange resins display improved adsorption but may be limited due to their high cost 

and the disadvantages associated with regeneration processes that use toxic organic solvents [41]. 

Solid phase extraction (SPE) methods with synthetic polymers reveal uptake properties that 

compare favorably to high surface area carbonaceous adsorbents, such as AC and CNTs. SPE methods 

using CD-based polymers have been reported for the efficient removal of organic dyes [63–66] and 

other organic pollutants [67–69]. Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) offer the advantage of 

greater selectivity through the appropriate choice of an imprinting template and efficient imprinting 

conditions. Continued interest in MIPs and non-imprinted polymers (NIPs) may be due to the tunable 

accessibility of their active adsorption sites, ease of regeneration, and relatively low materials design 

cost for their synthesis. In this mini-review, an emphasis will be placed on the use of intrinsic 

molecular imprints that are afforded by the incorporation of macromolecules such as cyclodextrins 

(CDs) with host cavities that serve as porogen sites. This approach is related conceptually but it is 

practically different than the preparation of conventional MIPs since the presence of a macrocyclic 

host in the 3-D framework structure of a cross-linked polymer affords multiple binding sites according 

to the materials design strategy. Previous reports [70–76] indicate that the formation of cross-linked 

polymers containing a macrocyclic host that enables tuning of the surface chemistry and morphology 

(micron to nanometer scale range) of such porous materials. The two properties, i.e., surface chemistry 

and morphology, can be tuned systematically by varying factors such as the nature (functionality) of 

the cross-linker unit, as depicted in Figure 1. A unique feature of macromolecular-based imprinted 

polymers lies in their impressive host-guest chemistry and related applications in sensor technology, 

separation science, and diagnostic materials due to their unique molecular recognition properties [77]. 

Herein, we review the materials design, physicochemical characteristics and performance of 

different nano-structured MIP adsorbents. Firstly, conventional MIPs are compared with non-imprinted 

polymer (NIP) adsorbents that are based on pre-polymer scaffolds such as chitosan with a cross-linker, 

such as epichlorohydrin, to generate modified biomaterial adsorbents for uptake of PFCs. Secondly, 

variable design strategies and types of CD-based MIPs (CD-MIPs) are highlighted and their 

physicochemical properties are reviewed and compared with conventional MIP systems. Cyclodextrins 

(CDs) are macrocyclic (1→4)-linked oligomers of α-D-glucopyranose. Among the most commonly 

studied CDs are α-, β-, and γ-CD, consisting of 6-, 7-, and 8-glucopyranose units, respectively [78]. 

Research on MIPs for the sorptive uptake of PFCs is sparse, especially studies that explore the unique 

structural features of porogen-based macrocycles (such as CDs) for the materials design of MIPs [79]. 

This review will describe the knowledge gaps that exist for different types of synthetic polymer 

adsorbents and the design of new materials for the removal of PFCs. An overview of studies that  

report novel materials which contain macromolecular units for the efficient removal of PFCs will  

be emphasized. 
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Figure 1. (A) A generalized 2-D framework structure of a β-cyclodextrin (β-CD)  

cross-linked polymer; where the toroids represent the porogen (β-CD) sites and the zigzag 

line segments are the bifunctional cross-linker scaffold of the framework. The polymer 

framework is shown as a semi-ordered material where the interior of the toroids are 

referred to as the “inclusion sites” and the other voids are the interstitial or “non-inclusion 

sites”; (B) Choice of different bifunctional cross-linker units (top-to-bottom;  

1,6-hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI), 4,4'-diicyclohexylmethane diisocyanate (CDI), 

4,4'-diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI), 1,4-phenylene diisocyanate (PDI), 1,5-naphthalene 

diisocyanate (NDI), terephthaloyl chloride and sebacoyl chloride) gives rise to materials 

with variable physicochemical properties (redrawn from [73,74]). 

2. CD/PFC Host-Guest Chemistry 

Among the various cyclodextrins (CDs), β-CD has the remarkable ability of forming stable 

inclusion complexes with apolar guests, such as perfluorinated alkanes, in part, due to the good  

“size-fit” complementarity between the guest and the host [80]. In order to form a stable complex, the 

guest molecules must fit, at least partly, into the CD cavity [81,82]. Apart from the steric 

considerations, other factors, such as the release of high energy water, hydrophobic effects, and a range 

of intermolecular interactions (e.g., dispersion, dipole-dipole, electrostatic, and hydrogen bonding) 

may contribute to the stability of the complex formed between a CD host and a perfluorinated guest [83]. 

Thus, the stability of CD inclusion compounds in aqueous solution depends on the degree to which the 

cavity is occupied by the hydrophobic part of the guest and the various stabilizing hydration forces. 

Complexes between β-CD and PFCs of variable chain length were concluded to form stable inclusion 

complexes in aqueous solution, according to 19F/1H NMR spectroscopy [32–35], viscometry [32–36], 

conductometry [37–39], and sound velocity [40]. Complexes with greater stability were reported for 

CDs with C8 perfluorocarbon (PFC) guests (102 M−1 to 104 M−1) [32,33], as compared with their 

hydrocarbon analogues (≈ 102 M−1) [84]. Moreover, Xing et al. [33] have shown that β-CD preferentially 
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includes a fluorinated guest when exposed to a mixture of sodium perfluorooctanoate and sodium  

alkyl sulfate. 

Wenz has reviewed the utility of CDs as versatile building blocks for supramolecular structures 

because they can be linked regioselectively to multiple substituents, both covalently and  

non-covalently [85]. Studies of polymer materials, especially CD-based copolymers, with simple 

organic/inorganic model compounds contribute to an understanding of sorption based processes and 

applications [71]. CD-based materials extend the application of the host-guest chemistry of CDs 

through their use as building blocks in materials design. CD-based polymers offer unique opportunities 

to engineer new materials with tunable properties, as follows: (1) surface area, (2) pore structure,  

(3) solubility, (4) chemical stability (regeneration), and (5) surface functionality of the sorbent, affording 

optimal sorption properties. The scarcity of research reports related to the preparation and use of 

synthetic polymer materials for the removal of fluorinated contaminants is attributed to numerous 

challenges associated with materials design to afford efficient adsorption of such chemicals and 

possibly overcome the disadvantages of carbonaceous adsorbent materials. Some challenges related to 

materials design include: (1) incompatibility of fluorocarbon (FC) guests with hydrocarbon (HC) rich 

host materials, (2) competition for the adsorbent from water and other organic molecules in the 

aqueous matrix, and (3) challenges associated with controlling the surface area and pore structure 

properties to afford improved accessibility of the active adsorption sites. The phase separation of FCs 

with HCs was described by Shatha et al. [86] and Asakawa et al. [87]. Furthermore, interaction of 

adsorbents with water or other competing organic molecules can substantially lower the overall affinity 

of the target molecules with the adsorbent. Efficient adsorbents for PFCs can be afforded by enhancing 

molecular recognition of the guest in a controlled manner, in addition to controlling the relative surface 

area and accessibility of the active sites. This can be achieved by controlling the functionality of the 

monomer units, monomer composition, and type of the cross-linker, respectively, as depicted in Figure 

1, and in agreement with studies of solid phase extraction (SPE) materials [88]. In general, improved 

molecular recognition of target fluorinated substrates can be achieved through the incorporation of 

macrocyclic CD porogens within the 3-D polymer framework, in accordance with the unique  

host-guest chemistry of such materials. 

3. Adsorbents for PFCs 

3.1. NIP Adsorbents 

The challenges associated with the design of polymer adsorbent materials for targeting PFCs was 

outlined in Section 2. Therefore, a directed materials design strategy should address the challenges 

associated with fluorocarbon-hydrocarbon (FC-HC) incompatibility whilst ensuring that the materials 

possess ready accessibility to the adsorbent binding sites. Materials with suitable surface area and 

textural porosity with pore dimensions that range in size from nano- to micron-size may offer enhanced 

adsorption properties. More importantly, the surface chemistry of the produced materials should afford 

good selectivity towards the target molecules in order to discriminate between other organic molecules 

of similar size and shape. 
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Studies of NIP-based materials for the adsorption of PFCs were reviewed by Du et al. [41] that 

described biomaterial adsorbents. Zhang et al. [89] have reported the preparation of NIP adsorbent 

materials with chitosan beads cross-linked with epichlorohydrin (ECH) for the uptake of PFOS. The 

chitosan-based adsorbent was reported to have high sorption capacity of ~5.5 mmol.g−1 (pH 3, 100 h), 

~1.72 mmol.g−1 (pH 7.0, 24 h), and ~0.72 mmol.g−1 (pH 9.5, 10 h). The higher uptake of the anionic 

form of PFOS by the chitosan adsorbent surface was driven by ion exchange interactions at acidic pH 

conditions due to the protonation of the amine groups of chitosan. The slow adsorption kinetics was 

evidenced by the longer equilibration times that may restrict usage of such materials as practical 

sorbent materials. Recently, Deng and coworkers grafted long polymers with amine groups onto 

nonporous biomaterials, such as cotton [90] and rice husk [91], to target PFOA, PFOS, and 

perfluorobutyric acid (PFBA). By analogy to the chitosan-ECH NIPs described above, the adsorption 

of the PFCs on the surface of amine grafted biomaterials occurred via hydrophobic interactions and ion 

exchange, since such PFCs exist in their anion form when pH > pKa in aqueous solution. Selected 

physicochemical properties of PFOA, PFOS, and PFBA are compared in Table 1 [92,93]. The 

materials design strategy by Deng et al. was based on creating pore structures by grafting long 

polymers containing quaternary ammonium ions onto functionalized nonporous biomaterials. Hence, 

the biomaterial adsorbents may have enhanced pore structure and variable surface chemistry. The 

enhanced pore structure of the NIP biomaterial adsorbents was attributed to the presence of long 

polymer brushes on the surface of the fibrous cotton that were functionalized with quaternary 

ammonium cation moieties at high density to afford increased uptake of PFCs. The NIP biomaterial 

adsorbents exhibited good sorption up to 3.3 mmol.g−1 with equilibration times that range from 4 to 12 h. 

In contrast, longer time was required for the hydrophobic and larger PFOS molecule (cf. Table 1) as it 

diffuses through the long polymer brushes to the active adsorption sites on the surface. The occurrence 

of favorable adsorbent-adsorbate electrostatic interactions between anionic guests and the surface of 

aminated NIP adsorbents were reported by Zhang et al. [89] and Deng et al. [90,91]. The utility of 

such modified biopolymers may pose challenges to the stability and regeneration of such materials 

depending on the pH of the effluent water. Furthermore, the adsorbent materials showed complete 

saturation at relatively low equilibrium concentration values compared to other polymer adsorbents, 

and may be due to the limited pore structure properties from the lack of pre-organized binding sites. 

The use of MIPs may overcome the longer equilibration times since the active sites are more readily 

accessible due to the availability of pre-organized binding sites. The latter relates to the production of 

adsorbents with variable surface area and pore structure properties due to the use of molecular 

templates. In addition, molecular templates such as a porogen solvent and/or macromolecular  

building block afford materials with enhanced surface area and textural properties with nano- to  

micro-scale porosity. 
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Table 1. Physicochemical Properties of PFOA, PFOS, and PFBA. Reproduced with 

permission from [94], Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. 

Molecular Formula and 
Structure * 

PFOA PFOS PFBA 
C

8
HF

15
O

2
 C

8
HF

17
O

3
S C

4
HF

7
O

2
 

Molecular weight (g/moL) 414 500 214 
Solubility (g/L, 25 °C) 3.4 a 0.57 High 

Melting Point (°C) 45–55 45–54 −17.5 
Boiling Point (°C) 188 188–192 120 

pKa 2.5 0.14 0.08–0.4 
cmc (mmol/L) 8.5–10 2.0 No data 

Vapor pressure (mmHg, 25 °C) 0.017 2.48 × 10−6 10 

* The conformation and stereochemistry of the PFCs are not accurately depicted and are meant to show the 

carbon skeletal framework. a 9.5 g/L (25 °C) has also been reported. 

3.2. Conventional MIP Adsorbents 

Molecular imprinting technology is a well-established method for the preparation of polymers that 

possess specific molecular recognition properties [95–103]. Variable design strategies for conventional 

MIPs that employ molecular templates, one or more functional monomers, and a polymerization 

initiator to yield a cross-linked 3-D polymer network have been reviewed [104–106]. Thorough 

washing of the template molecules usually results in material frameworks that have microcavity 

imprints with a 3-D topology that is complementary in geometry and chemical functionality to the 

molecular template. Two strategies for preparing MIPs have been described in the literature that are 

relevant to the preparation of CD-MIPs (cf. Section 3.3) and a generalized scheme for the preparation 

of a conventional MIP is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Early reports on MIP-based adsorbents for the recognition of PFCs was described by Yu, Deng and 

coworkers [107,108]. The first MIP for recognition of PFOS was prepared by cross-linking chitosan 

with epichlorohydrin in the presence of PFOS as the molecular template [107]. The materials design 

strategy was based on a number of factors: (i) use of a chitosan biopolymer to prepare the MIP through 

a two-step cross-linking reaction, and (ii) increasing the amount of template and optimization of 

synthetic conditions (pH, temperature, solvent, etc.) to achieve an optimal imprinting yield. While 

factor (i) was aimed at enhancing the surface area and modifying the morphological properties, the 

second factor was used to ensure efficient molecular recognition by enhancing uptake through 

increasing the number of active sites. The chitosan-based MIPs reported by Yu et al. [107] generally 

showed greater sorption (~2.9 mmol.g−1) compared to NIP materials (~2.4 mmol.g−1). The NIPs were 

prepared similarly but in the absence of a template and could be re-used several times. The difference 

in surface morphology between the MIPs and NIPs was examined using SEM (cf. Figure 2 [107]). The 
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structural variability of the materials was suggested to account for the variable uptake properties, 

where the MIPs were observed to be greater than the NIPs (cf. Figure 3 [107]). The SEM micrographs 

revealed well-defined pores in the nanometer range on the MIP surface that were formed during the 

imprinting step that were retained upon removal of the template. In contrast, the NIP surface showed 

roughness without defined pore structure (cf. Figure 2, [107]). Similar results were reported  

elsewhere [109] for a MIP that was formed using a methacrylic acid functionalized β-CD (MAA-βCD). 

The MIP MAA-βCD exhibited greater removal efficiency for 2,4-dichlorophenol compared to NIP 

MAA-βCD. Figures 3 and 4 depict the field emission SEM micrographs and the adsorption isotherms 

of the MAA-βCD adsorbents. The surface of the MIP MAA-βCD exhibits a more porous structure than 

the NIP MAA-βCD due to the imprinting of the specific binding sites. The MIP materials reported by 

Yu et al. [107] were successfully regenerated by deprotonation of the amine groups on chitosan in 

alkaline solution; however, such materials exhibited longer equilibrium times (~32 h), commensurate 

with the greater abundance of micropore domains on the MIP surface. 

 

Figure 2. Preparation of molecularly imprinted polymers with functional monomers and a 

template molecule. Reproduced with permission from [95], Copyright 2011, MDPI AG. 

Deng et al. [108] prepared a series of MIPs by polymerization of 4-vinylpyridine in the presence of 

different PFC templates (PFOS and PFOA) and variable loading levels, cross-linkers, and solvents for 

recognition of PFOS. Similar to the study by Yu and coworkers [107], the effect of linker and solvent 

type, pH, ionic strength, and template loading on the imprinting efficiency was examined. As shown in 

Figure 4, the templation efficiency can be assumed to be affected by temperature. In the case of the 

chitosan-ECH materials reported by Yu (cf. Figure 3 in [107]), higher temperature (~40 °C) was shown 

to favor adsorption of PFC as a result of the imprint domain created by the molecular template. Other 

factors such as choice of cross-linker and solvent are of crucial importance to efficient imprinting. 

Similar to the chitosan-MIPs described above [107], the MIP materials prepared by Deng et al. [108] 

were superior compared to NIPs; however, the latter MIPs exhibited shorter equilibration times (<1 h). 

Pronounced binding was attributed to enhanced recognition between the template and the binding sites 
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on the polymer surface. Deng et al. exploited the nitrogen atom functionalization of the vinylpyridine 

monomer which may undergo protonation at acidic conditions causing electrostatic interactions with 

the sulfonate group of PFOS. Subsequent formation of PFC micelles and hemi-micelles via the 

fluorocarbon tails at elevated adsorbate concentration, and may account for the overall increased 

adsorption capacity. The different types of interactions, viz. hydrophobic, electrostatic, and micelle 

formation are schematically shown in Figure 5. Note that electrostatic repulsion may be relevant at 

elevated solution pH (>5) since the protonated amine groups of the adsorbate may be deprotonated at 

pH conditions above the pKa. More recently, the use of macrocyclic porogens such as CDs in the 

preparation of MIPs has risen sharply [79,110–115] and is partly related to the unique properties of 

CD-MIPs. The general utility of such nano-structured polymer materials in pharmacology, catalysis, 

sensor technology and environmental science was reviewed by Crini [71]. 

 

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of (a) methacrylic acid (MAA)-βCD molecularly imprinted 

polymer (MIP) and (b) MAA-βCD non-imprinted polymer (NIP) adsorbents. Reproduced 

with permission from [109], Copyright 2014, MDPI AG. 

 

Figure 4. Adsorption of 2,4-Dichlorophenol onto MIP MAA-βCD and NIP MAA-βCD 

under different temperatures. Reproduced with permission from [109], Copyright 2014, 

MDPI AG. 
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PFC molecule 

 

Positively charged site 

  

Figure 5. Schematic representation for (a) hydrophobic interactions; (b) PFC aggregation; 

and (c) electrostatic interactions (redrawn from [41]). 

3.3. CD-MIP Adsorbents 

CD-MIPs possess some unique advantages for separation of chemical mixtures, and they have been 

studied for the molecular discrimination of pesticides, steroids, peptides, antibiotics, amino acids, and 

other organic compounds [99–103,110–112]. Several articles and reviews exist that describe the 

preparation of CD-MIPs for the separation of hydrocarbon mixtures [110–113]. However, reports on 

similar materials for targeting fluorocarbons are sparse due to challenges in the material design of 

conventional MIPs using molecular templates. Recently, Takayose et al. [116] circumnavigated this 

challenge by preparation of MIPs templated with PFOA from a fluorinated monomer and cross-linker 

for recognition of PFOA. The researchers took advantage of the fluorine-fluorine interactions between 

the template and the fluorinated cross-linker to create binding sites selective for fluorinated compounds. 

The retention factors of the fluorinated and non-fluorinated MIPs were compared using liquid 

chromatography with methanol-water mixture as an eluent. Although no uptake levels were reported, 

the fluorinated MIPs exhibited retention factors that were up to 10 times higher compared to similar 

values using non-fluorinated MIPs; which suggest that the retention of PFOA onto the polymer 

adsorbents is commensurate with the amount of fluorine functional groups on the cross-linker and/or 

monomer surface. The materials proposed by Takayose and co-workers are not expected to result in 

high and efficient uptake levels for PFCs because of the limited surface area and pore structure 

properties of these materials. Furthermore, such adsorbent materials may promote aggregation of PFC 

adsorbates via micelle formation as described in Figure 5b. Favorable interactions between the 

fluorinated surface and the headgroup of the fluorinated guest (Figure 5b) provide an alternate pathway 
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to lower the Gibbs energy of hydration, as compared with processes driven by hydrophobic adsorption 

processes (cf. Figure 5a). 

The incorporation of a macromolecular porogen such as β-CD in the material design of CD-MIPs 

represents a unique variation on the conventional preparation of MIPs using a conventional molecular 

template (cf. Figures 1 and 2). The use of a pre-organized CD macrocycle serves as an intrinsic 

framework “porogen” due to the presence of the apolar cavity of the polysaccharide. Thus, the 

molecular recognition properties of such which contain CD have suitable binding sites (i.e., porogen 

domains) since inclusion complexes can be formed with suitable-sized adsorbates. The presence of 

macromolecular porogens within a polymer framework presents an alternative design strategy where 

the physicochemical properties of the material can be controlled by an appropriate cross-linker, 

relative mole ratio of reagents, and reaction conditions [72]. For example, β-CD contains 21 hydroxyl 

groups that can be cross-linked to produce dimers, linear or branched polymers, and materials of 

different morphology (e.g., powders, gels, resins, and beads) and tunable physicochemical  

properties [110]. Moreover, the interior cavity of the CD host molecule provides a hydrophobic 

environment for molecular recognition of apolar guests according to size-fit considerations [80].  

Piletsky et al. [99–101] and Komiyama et al. [102,103] described a balance of hydrophobic and 

electrostatic interactions are important for ligand recognition in CD-based MIPs, in addition to the 

importance of enthalpy-entropy compensation phenomena. Thus, template selective recognition can be 

envisaged to proceed via a combination of entropy-driven hydrophobic interactions of the template 

with the CD cavity, and enthalpy-driven interactions (e.g., electrostatic, ion pairing, H-bonding) with 

the cross-linker. Zhang et al. [104] and Folch-Cano et al. [105] have described two materials design 

strategies for the preparation of CD-MIPs; (1) bulk imprinting, and (2) surface imprinting. In Figure 6), 

the preparation of MIPs using bulk imprinting proceeds in solution by using a CD macrocycle with a 

cross-linker agent (e.g., diisocyanate) in the presence of a suitable template. Many CD-MIPs obtained 

by this method offer efficient molecular recognition toward small and large molecules that depend on 

the functionality of the CD monomer, nature of the cross-linking agent, and the reaction conditions 

(e.g., pH, temperature, solvent effects, etc.). In contrast to conventional MIPs, bulk imprinting of  

CD-based polymers for molecular recognition of small molecules may occur in the absence of a  

well-defined molecular template, provided that the size-fit topology and the hydrophile-lipophile 

balance of the CD host and the guest are maintained [79]. 

 

Linker 

CD 

Template

Template 

Removal 

 

Figure 6. Schematic showing mechanism of CD-MIPs preparation using bulk imprinting 

technology (redrawn from [106]). 
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In the case of surface imprinting (Figure 7), the technology employs an immobilized CD 

macromolecule onto a solid support such as silica-gel, alumina, or solid polymers. The molecular 

recognition of surface grafted CDs depends on the physicochemical properties of the solid supports 

since they dictate self-assembly of the CD molecules [104]. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the two strategies; 

bulk and surface imprinting methods. It should be noted that the relative orientation of the CD 

macrocycle occurs via the primary or secondary hydroxyl groups and affects the molecular recognition 

with various guests, in addition to steric effects that result from substitution of the CD annulus. 

 

Figure 7.  Schematic showing mechanism of CD-MIPs preparation using surface imprinting 

technology (redrawn from [115]). 

CD-MIPs that use surface imprinting technology for recognition of PFCs was reported  

elsewhere [114,115]. Bhattarai et al. [114] evaluated the molecular recognition of CD-MIPs formed by 

coating β-CD coating on silica for binding PFOA and other organic molecules. They prepared a series 

of CD-MIPs using different cross-linking agents (HDI and ECH), polymers and solvents. The CD-MIP 

with HDI as a cross-linking agent with DMSO as the solvent was observed to exhibit greater PFOA 

removal efficiency. The result was attributed to the amount of β-CD loading onto the silica support. 

Host-guest inclusion complex formation between CD and PFOA occurs via weak hydrophobic and van 

der Waals interactions as the primary mode of sorption for PFOA (cf. Figure 5a), and secondary  

H-bonding interactions with the hydroxyl groups of the CD. Moreover, the HDI linker agent may 

provide additional pore structure properties within the polymer framework and secondary H-bond 

acceptor or donor binding sites for PFOA [72,79,117]. The CD-MIPs prepared by Bhatarrai and 

coworkers were successfully regenerated using methanol. PFOA is relatively soluble in methanol and 

the solvent efficiently displaces the bound guest due to favorable solvent interactions with the host and 

guest, resulting in regeneration of the CD-MIP over successive cycles. Kawano et al. [115] reported 

the preparation of CD-MIPs with β-CD supported onto polystyrene particles for recognition of PFOA 

and PFOS (cf. Figure 7). Similar to the CD-MIPs reported by Bhattarai et al. [114], the molecular 

recognition of CD-polystyrene MIPs for PFOA was achieved via hydrophobic interactions within the 

CD cavity with an overall uptake in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 mmol.g−1. As for the fluorinated materials 

reported by Takayose and coworkers [116], the reduced uptake of the surface grafted CD-MIPs is 

related to limited surface area, pore structure and morphological properties of the 2-D surface. In a 

recent study by Karoyo and Wilson [79], polymers with unique structure were prepared by reaction of 
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β-CD with a bi-functional HDI linker agent to prepare bulk CD-MIPs for targeting PFOA and PFOS in 

aqueous solution. The preparation of the bulk CD-HDI MIPs is illustrated by Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Association of a CD (cone) and a bi-functional reagent (e.g., diisocyanate  

cross-linker; wavy lines) to form linear (top) or branched (bottom) urethane based 

polymer materials, where guest (spheres) can bind in the inclusion sites or within the 

interstitial regions. Reproduced with permission from [118], Copyright 2014, University  

of Saskatchewan. 

Cross-linked CD-MIPs offer unique structural features relative to surface grafted MIPs with respect 

to their pore structure, according to their micron versus nanometer dimensions. The physicochemical 

and pore structure properties of the cross-linked CD-MIPs are variable and depend on the reactions 

conditions, solvent and cross-linker agent, and the relative amounts of the cross-linker with respect to 

the CD macrocycle. For example, the relative ration of cross-linker ratios (one-, three-, and six-fold 

equivalents) with respect to mole content of CD give rise to cross-linked polymers denoted as HDI-1 

(linear and water soluble), HDI-3 (branched and slightly soluble), and HDI-6 (branched and insoluble), 

respectively. The preparation of linear vs. globular CD-polymers for sorptive-based applications was 

reported by Karoyo and Wilson [79]. CD-polymers may undergo self-assembly and aggregation of the 

linear polymer (HDI-1), where it was reported to exhibit behavior observed that was characteristic of a  

“smart material” due to cooperative interactions [119]. The term, “smart material” refers to a polymer 

that exhibits changes in physical properties due to external stimuli such as concentration gradients of 

adsorbate speceis and/or external temperature variations. MIP-based “smart materials” are promising 

for future technology applications in chemical separations [118]. The adsorption of PFOA and PFOS 

onto the CD-based MIPs likely occurs via a combination of interactions as those mentioned in Figure 5; 

whereas, variable uptake levels in the range of ~0.9–1.4 mmol.g−1 were reported [79]. The molecular 

recognition and sorptive efficiency of these materials were tuned by adjusting the relative CD and 

linker composition, and the reaction conditions. As such, the materials design strategy enabled specific 

adsorbent-adsorbate interactions for tailored applications and facile adsorbent regeneration. Similar to 

the materials reported by Yu et al. [107] and Kawano et al. [115], the regeneration of the CD-HDI 

MIPs is possible with mild organic solvents such as methanol or aqueous alkaline media. The selectivity 
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of cross-linked CD polymers was demonstrated even for structurally similar PFCs, such as PFOA and 

PFOS (cf. Figure 9). The results indicate that controlled cross-linking contributes significantly to 

molecular recognition of MIPs toward mixtures of compounds in water matrices. Supporting evidence 

of the fractionation of hydrocarbon carboxylic acid mixtures was achieved using a range of  

cross-linked CD polymers as demonstrated by Mohamed et al. [120]. 

 

Figure 9. Adsorption of PFOA and PFOS on bulk CD-MIPs prepared using a cross-linker 

such as hexamethylene diisocyanate. 

4. Conclusions and Future Perspectives 

Various types of adsorbent materials were evaluated for their ability to undergo efficient adsorption 

of perfluorochemicals (PFCs). In general, graphene-based carbonaceous adsorbent materials are often 

limited due to their inert character and the regeneration costs. Synthetic NIP materials may offer a 

better option compared to carbonaceous materials in terms of the synthetic diversity and improved 

uptake of PFCs. Challenges with the regeneration of the NIP materials may limit their use and field of 

application as molecular selective adsorbents. MIPs generally offer robust molecular recognition, 

particularly for PFCs, in accordance with the imprinting efficiency and the high binding affinity of 

PFCs with the macromolecular binding sites. Cross-linked biopolymers such as chitosan have 

significant sorptive uptake capacity compared to NIPs. However, longer equilibration times, binding 

sites with lesser preorganization, and polydisperse microporous materials that may limit optimal  

size-fit complementarity between the guest and polymer host binding sites. The key to materials design 

strategy for the efficient uptake of PFCs from aqueous solution is controlled by the textural properties 

(high surface area and porosity) along with appropriate surface functionality and preorganized binding 

sites. The rational use of porogens such as CDs and functional linker units in the materials design of 

MIPs addresses these considerations. The unique host-guest chemistry of CDs and their incorporation 

as macromolecular porogens into polymer frameworks offers several advantages: 

1. Size-fit complementarity between the host binding sites and the guest at the nanometer scale  

and beyond; 

2. Introduction of high affinity functional groups such as hydroxyl and ethers that possess high 

polarizability and greater affinity than graphene or carbonaceous materials that possess reduced 

levels of surface functional heteroatom groups; and 

3. Greater ease of sorbent regeneration because relatively weak interactions are involved. 
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Future prospects for materials design strategy may involve the use of gel phase components over 

insoluble and less hydrated polymers as a way to enhance the uptake kinetics [121]. Gel phase 

materials are anticipated to increase the mass transfer kinetics due to the continuity of the solvent 

network at the gel-solvent interface, in contrast to poorly insoluble and less hydrated polymer materials. 

Composite materials that incorporate Lewis acid and/or base sites, high surface area and textural 

porosity, along with preorganized binding sites via macromolecular porogens represent a versatile 

future design strategy. Preorganized binding domains offer significant advantages over conventional 

imprinting technology used in MIPs since CD macrocycles are well-defined and maintain their 

structural integrity over diverse conditions. The limitations of molecular template-based MIPs was 

recently reviewed [122] and further insight was provided as to why solvent regeneration attenuates the 

uptake capacity. For example, successive washing of MIPs may result in the collapse of the template 

imprint sites for specific solvent systems. As well, there are challenges associated with an optimal 

monomer and cross-linker system in the polymerization process since solvation phenomena can 

attenuate the available imprinting sites for the template. The complexity of designing MIPs in aqueous 

solution was evidenced in a recent study [123] where structural modification of cross-linked 

cyclodextrin polymers was achieved under thermodynamic versus kinetically controlled conditions. 
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